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He�o, I love living in Vermont. You should visit sometime, it's rea�y nice and beautiful here. I am
going to talk about a few things about Vermont and Earth day, like what I love about Vermont, how we can
help the environment, how I enjoy Vermont, what I care most about Vermont, and my concerns about
Vermont’s environment..

One thing I love about Vermont is the mountains. We have a lot of mountains. It is rea�y cool
when there is snow at the tippy top. Our state song is ca�ed These Green Hi�s. Our state is even ca�ed
the Green Mountain state. There is a mountain ca�ed Jay Peak that has a ski resort and a water park.
Mount Mansfield is the ta�est mountain here, in Vermont.

Earth day means a day to help the environment around me and the animals who live there. A few
ways we can help the environment is by picking up trash and te�ing people to recycle. A few other ways
we can help the environment by using less electricity and trying to use the car the least you can, NOT
burn trash, use  4-stroke engines instead of  2-stroke engines on machines like lawn mowers,
snowmobiles, ect, and purchase no-spi� gas cans. Some ways to celebrate Earth Day are to make a bird
feeder, grow something, and create a recycling bin

I enjoy Vermont's environment by playing outside. It's fun, in summer, running around in the
sun, sometimes there's a nice cool breeze blowing. In the winter, it’s fun making snow angels and building
snowmen. In autumn, it’s such fun  jumping in the piles of leaves that fa� from the trees and we rake up
into piles. In spring, I like sniffing the flowers. The roses sme� especia�y sweet, as long as you don’t get
pricked by the thorns.

What I care most about the environment is the trees and bushes because they give us air and
they give animals food. They also make Vermont pre�y. In the fa� a� the leaves on the trees turn a
delightful red, orange and ye�ow. Covering a� the trees, they look so lovely. Even though in winter a� the
trees are bare except evergreens, there is snow and icicles shimmering and shining on the trees. In the
springtime, some trees have pre�y pink or white blossoms. The trees are thick with green leaves in the
summer.

I have a couple concerns about Vermont’s environment. One concern  is li�er. I have seen trash
around my house, in the woods. Animals might eat the trash and get sick. The li�er could get stuck on
trees and plants. The waste could cover the environment and ki� trees, bushes, flowers, and animals. It
could fi� up the lakes so animals barely get enough water, frogs, tadpoles, and frog and fish eggs get
poisoned, and fish can’t breathe. My other concern is climate change. Lately Vermont has been ge�ing
warmer and we�er. We are ge�ing a shorter winter and less snow every year. Last year there was not
even any snow on Christmas!! Less winter means that there is less time for skiing and snowboarding. Our
summers are ge�ing ho�er and drier. Water bodies are thawing sooner each spring.

I hope you liked this informative le�er about Vermont and Earth day and I hope you find time to
visit our green mountain state, Vermont!


